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About This Game

Fatal Gem is the unique virtual reality match-three game with epic graphics, providing a fantastic VR experience of Match-
Three games. Enjoy yourself!!! Just imagine that the player is surrounded by all kinds of beautiful gems. You can touch and

move all of them and it's really an unprecedented experience in VR.

Features
- Gems

- The first Match-three VR game
- Real experience for gem elimination

- High-resolution textures
- More Gems

- Lucky Combo experience
- Time pressure caused by bomb.
- HUGE AMOUNTS OF GEMS
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Title: Fatal Gem VR(The First Match-3 VR Game)
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
Edougame
Publisher:
Edougame
Release Date: 23 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: CPU: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: N/A

English
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More like "THE SEX TAPE" XDDDDDDDDDDd. Pretty good visual novel. Funny platformer. It was fun to ride a chicken. 5
chickens out of 5
Shaka shaka!. Leaving Lyndow is apparently the prologue to a much larger, more expansive game by Eastshade Studios. It tells
the story of Clara, our protagonist, before she steps off on a journey with a Maritime Research Guild.

Before going much further, I have done a Leaving Lyndow: Let's Play, Full Playthrough for this game, and it is available on
YouTube.

In this game, you essentially have 4 settings that you can explore - a small forested area behind Clara's home, her Uncle's farm, a
Teahouse, and the dock/port area of Lyndow. Each area has people and items that you can interact with, a small mini-game of
sorts, and criteria you must meet before proceeding to the next. Ultimately, it feels like a paid demo in order to help fund
further development - which is fine! The developers are very up front about what you're getting when you pay for the game, so
don't expect a massive, expansive project with thousands of quests available.

The graphics are pretty phenominal, and the attention to detail is absolutely on point. The dots are all connected in the storyline,
you meet the characters who have influenced Clara in her life, and you have a good grasp for how everyone in the town feels
about her stepping off on her voyage by the end. I hope that this persists through the completion of the final Eastshade game.

With all of that being said,

► This game IS a walking simulator.
► It IS a virtual world book.
► It IS an introduction to the lore of Eastshade!

► This game is NOT a massive RPG.
► It does NOT include combat.
► It does NOT feature hunger or any other major game mechanics!

I'm happy with the purchase, and am happy to be exposed to this game. If you'd like a paid teaser of what to expect from
Eastshade Studios in the future, this is a step in the right direction!. Fun game but it is buggy. I have purched the $35,000 car
twice now. Only to have it Locked the next time I log in and all that cash is gone both times... Other than that is is a fun little
racing game. Maybe a bit steep on the asking priced considered it is not as polished as I would have hoped.

HTC Vive. DONT BUY THIS PACK IF YOU ARE AFTER THE POWERS. In all honesty its a great game and definently
worth buying; however it's definently not $50 worth. The only REAL next gen thing about this game is graphics. Most of the
game mechanics are kind of a let down. There is also many glitches to encounter with in this game. For instants, celebrating
after a goal, you may phase right through the net. It's not game breaking but frankley unproffesional of the developers. As a
defencive player in high school, I have found the defence in this game insulting. Sorry if I offend anyone, but it almost makes us
look \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. And the goalies, I know there is a ton of scoring in lacrosse (I
play it) but, the goalies reactions are terrible as well. Not because they can't save anything, it's because there movements are
choppy and not fluent, smoothe. If you dissagre with me I totally get, but I have been waiting for this game since the fund
raised, and kinda have been disappointed with the outcome. I know you developers in a lot of hard work, and i appreciate it, but
some of these mistakes are impossible to miss. I cannot get past the part I had to go out and buy a new controller to be able to
play this. No keyboard support, REALLY? Don't get me wrong I do love this game, and I'd love to see some updates for future
improvement. But for the time being I really do not believe this should be a $50 game.. The Good:
1. This was the first experience I had with the HTC Vive and it is a fun experience. I like that I can jump in and play for a few
minutes without much thought or care. I can simply play the game. I can do things in ping pong and tennis that I couldn't
normally do but that's ok and it makes it fun. This is one of the first games I load when I put the VR headset on just to warm up
and get used to the VR environment.

2. I like the characters you've created. It would be great to see growth in their personality similar to their playstyle. Well done
there. I find myself talking smack to them as if they can hear me.
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The Bad:
1. When you force "fun mode" off - you aren't kidding. It's not fun. That's usually when I stop playing. My typical experience is
to play the set of masters and beat Zhang and then move onto another game. Like I said, a warm up to other experiences. It's
cool for those that want a "non fun" experience, but please don't force me to not have fun. You may want to change that naming
convention too. -.-

2. Also, I'm not a fan of the design of the basic environments. They look really simple for an overall fun game. The temple isn't
bad but I only see that for a little while before going back to the cheesy Vegas scene.

Overall: I enjoy it but only for a little while. Then I need to move on to more polished experiences.. Great combination of a
word finding game and the popular Bejeweled game!

It plays with impressive, easy to use controls, and discovering words that work to meet each levels goals is a lot of fun!

The story adds in a nice touch, especially because it offers a nice touch of humor.

Here's my First Play and Impressions video I made for this game:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5dzP5ERMvCU

The global and friends high score lists for each level shows you how you stack up every level you complete is a very nice
included feature of this game.

My Score: 85% (Value 36/40; Fun 24/30; Controls and Bugs 20/20; Graphics and Sound: 5/10)

Definitely recommended to any of you who enjoy word making/finding games who might like a nice touch of a match 3 game
like Bejeweled mixed in.
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this game is not fit for purpose - dont waste your money on it. Harder than darksouls. I have played a fair share of Tetris in my
day. In the arcade, on the original spinach-green Game Boy, 3D Tetris, every Tetris variation you can name. I mention this
because Akihabara - Feel the Rhythm describes itself as Match 4, but it's more like a hybrid between Match 4 and Tetris.
Except where it isn't, which is everywhere that matters.

I'm going to assume you have played Tetris, or at least seen someone play Tetris. Different shaped pieces fall one at a time from
the top of the screen to the bottom of the screen. You want to arrange the shapes to make lines, which removes the line from the
board. If any part of the board fills enough to go past the top of the screen, you lose.

Before we talk about the differences, let's talk about how Akihabara - Feel the Rhythm is similar to Tetris. Different shaped
pieces fall from the top of a 4x8 grid to the bottom. You want to match up the shapes to remove them from the board. The game
ends if any part of the board gets filled.

In Tetris, shapes fall one at a time and can be moved horizontally around the board, or rotated, to arrange them in a suitable
pattern for making lines. In Akihabara - Feel the Rhythm, shapes fall 4 at a time in a horizontal line. You cannot move or rotate
the shapes. Instead, you are allowed to replace one shape at a time that is currently falling with an arbitrary shape. Once a shape
hits the bottom of the screen, or another shape, it's locked in and cannot be changed. You change shapes by clicking the mouse
as a vertical line moves over them, the line moving from left to right across the screen at a speed determined by the tempo of the
music.

In Tetris, you know what the next shape is going to beforehand. This allows you to strategize and think ahead. In Akihabara -
Feel the Rhythm, you do not know what the next shape will be, so your decisions are entirely reactionary.

In Tetris, the game doesn't end until a shape extends past the top of the board. This means that if one part of the board is getting
close to the top, you can move shapes to another part to buy yourself some time. In Akihabara - Feel the Rhythm, a horizontal
line of shapes covering the length of the board falls at the same time. Thus every column will increase in height by one with
each new row of shapes, no matter what you do. Even if the rest of the board is empty, if a single column is at the top, you are
guaranteed to lose, and cannot do anything to stop it.

There are additional game mechanics \u2014 score modifiers, special shapes that remove all nearby shapes, etc. None of them
change the fact that the game just isn't very well designed, and isn't fun to play. Akihabara - Feel the Rhythm is an excercise in
frustration rather than relaxation. You have so little control over the game; you cannot move shapes, you can only change shapes
to what the game says you can change them to, you can only change the shapes if the vertical line happens to be over them at
that second, and only while they are falling. The closer you get to the top of the board, the more impossible it becomes to
change shapes in time.

You do not know what the next shape is, so you are purely guessing what shapes you should change now. Even when you make
decisions that seem rational based on the available information, the lack of information and control over the board means you
will often fail. Tetris is a game of planning and skill, but this is a game of luck and reaction speeds.

I honestly cannot recommend this game to anyone. From a fundamental design perspective, it's just broken.. controls are awful
what a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665show. best game but i allmost had to start over. GAME IS ABANDONDED
DO NOT BUY AT ALL COSTS. The best way to describe this silly game would be that Super Mega Neo Pug, Minecraft, and a
regular infinite runner like "Temple Run" had a massive orgy and all of their DNA fused together to splurt out this baby -- and
it's such a cute baby!

Like its predecessor, it's a fun time waster. There's no story, no plot, no massive goal -- just jump to stay alive. And jump really
is all that you do. Unlike SMNP where you held the button to fly up and released it to drop down, with TP3D you jump. That's
it.

The graphics are voxel-based like Minecraft but smooth as silk. If you have a rig that can support it, turning all of the graphics
to "epic" gives you an amazing draw distance and gorgeous day\/night effects.

My only "complaint" is that Turbo Pug 3D is actually NOT 3D-compatible. (EDIT: Yes, I am FULLY aware that that's not the
reason for "3D" in the title.) I was really hoping to see this in NVIDIA's stereoscopic 3D mode. My heart was set on seeing the
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distance go w-a-a-a-a-a-a-a-y back into the screen, but - alas! - it doesn't work. Maybe they can work on that for a future update.

Anyway, if you need a fun, silly, and challenging time killer, this game should fit the bill -- for only two dollar bills.. 1
tower!?!?!?!3 levels!?!?! I "beat" this game and this is my actual play time. Looked like i was going to be good. But 1 tower!!!
And 3 levels!! There are way better tower defense games out there and for free.. Excellent program! Definatly worth the price.
Runs smoothly, easy to use, and easy to learn. This has much potential! I have been having much fun with this.

A few minor bugs are present (One issue is that exporting a game seems to be a bit broken right now) however the dev updates
the program to fix these issues, (and add new features!)

I would reccomend to people who have at least some prior knowledge in: Scripting (LUA), 3D modeling, UV mapping, and
creating textures.. good physics and graphics
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